Lilly’s Garden of Growth™ Board Game
Lesson Plan
Age:

Children 3 to 10

Objective:

Children will understand how their attitude, behavior, and actions can
determine how they move ahead in their day and in life.

Materials:

The Life and Times of Lilly the Lash; The Garden Gathering by Julie Woik
Lilly’s Garden of Growth Board Game (Print 1 of 3 ways) or you can buy
the board game poster for $10.00 on Lilly’s website www.lillythelash.com
Game Pieces – Use Lilly’s Gang or create your own
Tacking - move the pieces around with reusable adhesive called Blu-Tack
Card – Choose the appropriate Card or create your own
Percentages or NOT! – You can use the percentage system found at the
bottom of the Classroom or Home Cards or just move children forward
according to the amount of spaces you feel they should earn for each task.
Examples: Brushing Teeth = 1 Space or Putting Away Meal Dishes = 2 Spaces
or Taking Important Medicine = 3 Spaces or Cleaning Their Room = 4 Spaces
Ages (3-5): Little ones need to move faster on the board, so make sure their
activities are worth more spaces. Such as: Brushing Teeth = 3 Spaces

Activity:

Read The Garden Gathering to the participating children. After the reading,
talk about the importance of positive attitudes and behavior, and how it
can affect one’s day. Then show them the game board and hang on the
wall together. Explain how they’ll be able to gain “spaces” throughout the
day by completing certain tasks or exhibiting positive behaviors.

Note: Check out the different playing options available before deciding the
appropriate Card/s for the players, as well as the way you want to
approach the game in regard to rewards.

Assessment:

Children will recognize through the respect and responsibility they show
themselves and others, that they can meet life’s challenges straight on!

